
SUBPOP CASE STUDY



THE COMPANY

Founded by Bruce Pavitt and Jonathan Poneman in 1988, Sub Pop Records is a medium-sized independent record label  

based in Seattle, WA. With early releases by Nirvana, Mudhoney, Soundgarden, and TAD, the label is often associated with 

something called “the grunge movement.” Exploitation of this association has frequently proven financially fruitful. Sub Pop 

Records employs somewhere between 37 and 45 people, most of whom work in the World Headquarters in Seattle. It is  

their intent to market and sell the recorded music (and related merchandise) of artists whose music they truly love.

THE CHALLENGE

Subpop had an existing warehouse space which they decided to move offsite and transition into office space. With the  

re-allocation of space, the new design had to accommodate different needs for the different types of spaces. Each of  

the spaces was unique and being an independent record label, Subpop wanted the space to “pop” and serve as an  

inspiration to artists, customers, and employees. Therefore, they wanted to incorporate individual themes into the design  

with the interiors and furniture fitting into the theme and make each space an inspiration, while remaining functional for  

the intended purpose at hand.

THE SOLUTION

Since Kimball Office could deliver solutions for all of the different applications, it was an easy choice to partner with them  

for this project. “Using one manufacture for the complete project brought a sense of ease in working with one partner  

instead of coordinating and communicating with multiple contacts,” stated Angela Gee, Principal at dean alan architects.

KORE Benching was used in the open plan, which would house interns and transient workers. KORE, being a brand new  

product offering that Kimball Office had just launched, brought a fresh design combined with the ability to accommodate  

new modern ways of working, made it the perfect choice for the modern, forward thinking company. In addition, the flexibility  

of the product allowed for the use of it in variations across different applications. Because the color theme in this area was  

yellow, Subpop chose golden rod felt for the divider screens on the benches and the paint on the electrical components,  

which pulled it all together nicely. Wish chairs were paired with the KORE benches for a complete, design forward solution.

For the hoteling areas, Xsite panel systems were used to provide privacy for these touchdown areas. Wish chairs were also  

used in this area that provided comfortable seating for those workers who would travel in to work in a temporary, unassigned 

space. The color theme for this area was orange, so the panel materials and storage components were designed around this  

color scheme.

The conference area housed a KORE conference table with angled metal legs and a plywood top, paired with beautiful  

red wool Bloom chairs, since the color scheme in this area was red. Stow was used for the storage in this area which  

complimented KORE beautifully and pulled everything together cohesively. The KORE conference table gave that fresh  

design aesthetic, while accommodating client and internal meetings.

Subpop wanted an area that had standing height work tables, but still would provide an opportunity for huddles/chat sessions. 

This was accomplished by using KORE standing height multi-purpose tables. This solution provided the functionality they were 

looking for in a standing table, but also the chairs can be lowered to group together for quick sync-up/chat sessions. A  

neutral/muted color theme was chosen for this area which consisted of a Silver Pearl table frame and legs that was completed 

with a white laminate top with a plywood edge. Subpop was very happy with this solution as it supported all of their  

requirements for this area.



The Interview room used a combination of Dock tables with Dwell ottomans for a comfortable, yet casual space which  

fit perfectly with the company culture of Subpop. Rounding out the space was Boyd chairs that paired nicely with a 

Bloom table in their kitchen lounge area.

THE RESULTS

The team members of Subpop, dean alan architects, Legacy Group, and Kimball Office worked collaboratively to  

create a beautiful, fun, and functional space. The  Kimball Office team pulled everything together perfectly, from the  

initial layout and design concept to the customer service and communication that occurred throughout the project.  

They worked with the designer to bring fresh, new products into the space while still staying within the project budget.  

“The decision to partner with Kimball Office was an easy one because we knew we wanted to work with a partner on  

this project that could supply a fresh, yet different product mix that would support all of the requirements for the  

different areas throughout the company. Kimball Office was able to achieve that and we knew with the products that 

were selected, Subpop would be able change out components and adjust the furniture as they add to their team in  

the future,” concluded Gee. 

LOCATION

Seattle, Washington 

INDUSTRY

Entertainment 

SQUARE FOOTAGE

18,000

ROOM TYPES

Open Plan, Conferencing, Interview Room,  

Ancillary Space and Seating

FURNITURE LINES USED

KORE Benching and Tables, Bloom, Wish, Dock,  

Dwell, Boyd, Xsite, Stow, Hum Storage

DEALER

Legacy Group Workspace
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